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ABSTRACT
The role of roughness topographies on turbulence

intensity and coherence and their responses to non-
equilibrium, accelerating flows are investigated through di-
rect numerical simulations of developed and transient chan-
nel flows. Two rough surfaces different in surface length-
scale spectrum are compared; they are resolved in the sim-
ulations using an immersed boundary method. Results in-
dicate that the topographical length scales larger than the
boundary layer thickness may directly affect outer-layer
energetic turbulent motions with sizes of the same order,
while, inside the wall region, these turbulent motions are
less sensitive to the largest surface scales due to scale sep-
aration. In non-equilibrium flows, it is observed that the
roughness topography plays an important role in determin-
ing the turbulence response in the roughness sublayer, espe-
cially during the initial response.

INTRODUCTION
To formulate rational turbulence closures for engineer-

ing flow simulations where the surface roughness is not re-
solved, it is necessary to understand the roughness effects
on turbulence velocity scale (

√
k, where k is turbulent ki-

netic energy, TKE), time scale (τ = k/ε , where ε is TKE
dissipation rate) and length scale. The traditional approach
to model the effects of an arbitrary roughness on turbulence
is to use the earlier measurements on equilibrium flows over
uniform sand grains (Nikuradse, 1933) to establish corre-
lations between roughness heights (quantified in terms of
peak-to-trough height, kc, first-order moment, Ra, second-
order moment, krms, etc.) and the turbulence scales at the
lower boundary of the outer layer. This is done by relat-
ing the physical roughness scales to a single length, ks (the
equivalent sand-grain height used to quantified the momen-
tum deficit on rough walls) as a middle step; ks is then used
to predict the turbulent scales, with the assumption that such
correlations apply also to other roughness geometries and
other flow states (see, e.g., Wilcox (2006)).

Since it is possible that different turbulent scales near
the wall are affected by different sets of the surface charac-
teristics, a single length ks may not be sufficient to charac-
terize the effects of a realistic, multi-scale roughness topog-
raphy on various turbulent scales. In addition, most previ-
ous studies on rough-wall, non-equilibrium flows are lim-
ited to relatively uniform roughness with a narrow range
of length scales (Cal et al., 2009; Yuan & Piomelli, 2014b,

2015), it is not clear how effects of realistic topographies
are manifested in non-equilibrium flows.
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Figure 1. Surfaces colored by height. (a) one quarter of
SG surface (zoomed in). (b) one half of TB surface.

OBJECTIVES
Two questions are investigated. (1) In an equilibrium

wall-bounded flow, are various turbulent scales affected by
the roughness geometry in different ways? (2) In an non-
equilibrium flow, is the turbulence response affected by not
only the presence of roughness, but also its texture? Here,
the two flow states are achieved as either a fully developed
channel or an accelerating transient channel. Compared to
previous studies of non-equilibrium, rough-wall flows with
spatial acceleration, a transient channel flow provides the
advantage of being able to include larger horizontal scales
of roughness texture for the same level of mean distor-
tion. Two surfaces from different origins are compared: one
synthetic sand-grain roughness, “SG” (Figure 1a), and one
replicated from a surface scan on a hydraulic turbine blade,
“TB” (Figure 1b). Direction numerical simulations (DNS)
are performed with the roughness geometry well resolved
using an immersed boundary method (IBM).

METHODOLOGY
The incompressible flow of a Newtonian fluid is gov-

erned by the equations of conservation of mass and momen-
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Table 1. Case summary. SM: smooth; SG: sand grain; TB: turbine roughness. ni, n j, nk are number of grid in x, y, z. Legends
in following figures: SG, TB, SM.

Surface Reb1 Reb2 Reτ Ra/δ kc/δ k+s (ni, n j, nk) (∆x+, ∆y+(1), ∆z+)

SM 20,000 – 1000 0 0 0 (512,256,512) (11.7,0.3,5.8)

SG 12,000 – 1000 0.014 0.09 60 (512,236,256) (11.0,0.7,11.0)

TB 14,221 – 1000 0.014 0.13 24 (1024,259,1024) (13.0,0.8,13.0)

SM 3,000 9,000 189–498 0 0 0 (512,100,256) (4–12,0.1–0.3,2–6)

SG 3,000 9,000 270–814 0.019 0.12 21–80 (256,236,128) (6–19, 0.2–0.6, 6–19)

TB 3,000 9,000 231–695 0.019 0.17 7.5–18.7 (512,273,512) (8–24,0.1–0.3,8–16)

tum:

∂ui

∂xi
= 0, (1)

∂u j

∂ t
+

∂uiu j

∂xi
= − ∂P

∂x j
+ν∇

2u j +Fj. (2)

x1, x2 and x3 (or x, y and z) are, respectively, the stream-
wise, wall-normal and spanwise directions, and u j (or u,
v and w) are the velocity components in those directions;
P = p/ρ is the modified pressure, ρ the density and ν the
kinematic viscosity. The term Fj in Equation (2) is a body
force imposed by the IBM used to impose non-slip bound-
ary conditions on the rough surface, which is well-resolved
by the grid. The method is based on the volume-of-fluid
approach (Scotti, 2006); its detailed implementation in the
in-house fluid solver and validation are provided by Yuan &
Piomelli (Yuan & Piomelli, 2014c,b). Specifically, the vol-
ume fraction occupied by the fluid, φ(x,y,z), of each grid
cell is calculated in pre-processing, and used to calculate
the force F1(x,y,z), at each time step, to decrease the mo-
mentum in each grid cell by a fraction of (1− φ). The F1
values are non-negligible in the boundary cells of rough-
ness, and are negligible inside roughness. F1 can be inte-
grated in the wall-normal direction to obtain the total drag
(i.e., wall shear stress τw)—the sum of viscous and pressure
components—at a (x,z) location on a surface.

The simulations are performed using a well-validated
code that solves the governing equations (1) and (2) on a
staggered grid using second-order, central differences for
all terms, second-order accurate Adams-Bashforth semi-
implicit time advancement, and MPI parallelization (Keat-
ing et al., 2004).

In the roughness sublayer, roughness leads to spatial
heterogeneity of the time-averaged variables; such time-
averaged fluctuations require the double-averaging decom-
position technique to be separated from turbulent fluctua-
tions (Raupach & Shaw, 1982),

θ(x,y,z, t) = 〈θ〉(y)+ θ̃(x,y,z)+θ
′(x,y,z, t).

where θ is an instantaneous flow variable, 〈θ〉 is the intrin-
sic spatial average in the (x,z)-plane, 〈θ〉 = 1/A f

∫
A f

θdA

(where A f is the area occupied by fluid), θ denotes the tem-
poral average, θ ′ is the instantaneous turbulent fluctuations
from θ , and θ̃ = θ −〈θ〉 is the dispersive (or wake) fluctu-
ations.

Simulations are carried out on equilibrium and accel-
erating channel flows for three surfaces: smooth (SM), and
both SG and TB roughnesses. The SG surface is formed as
a uniform distribution of randomly oriented ellipsoids of the
same geometry (Scotti, 2006); it is characterized by narrow
length-scale variation. In contrast, the TB surface consists
of a much wider spectrum of horizontal length scales, from
the smallest ones resolvable by the grid, to scales larger than
the boundary layer thickness. The initial turbine roughness
scan is mirrored in both x and z to produce the final TB
surface that satisfies the periodic condition. The two sur-
faces share the same first-order moment of height statistics
(Ra/δ , where δ is the boundary layer thickness, i.e., chan-
nel half-height).

Parameters of all cases are listed in Table 1. The pa-
rameter space is designed to achieve the fully rough regime
for both roughness geometries, in both developed channel
and the later stage of the transient channels. The fully rough
regime is desired since the ability of roughness to affect the
flow (friction coefficient, ks/Ra, etc.) is Reynolds-number-
independent, a favorable simplification. Results of k+s show
that the fully rough regime is indeed achieved, with the
critical k+s —corresponding to the start of the fully rough
regime—found as k+s,cri ≈ 60 and 20 for SG and TB, re-
spectively (Yuan & Piomelli, 2014a).

The domain sizes in x and z ranges from (6δ ,3δ ) for
SM and SG to (13δ ,13δ ) for TB, where larger domain is
required to accommodate larger horizontal scales. For tran-
sient channels, longer domain in x is used to allow for elon-
gation of turbulent eddies during acceleration. For all cases,
the grid size normalized by Kolmogorov length, η , is 6−11
in x and z, and much smaller in y, sufficient for resolving the
dissipative scales.

For both channel flows, the flow is forced by a mean
streamwise pressure gradient (constant in developed chan-
nels but varying in transient channels); the periodic bound-
ary condition is applied in x and z. Data are collected
for a simulation time T ≈ 50δ/uτ (where uτ is the fric-
tion velocity) after the transient period. For the transient
channel flows, similar set-ups are applied as in He & Sed-
dighi (2013). Strong temporal acceleration is achieved by
imposing a temporally varying streamwise pressure gradi-
ent, which is constantly adjusted to produce a prescribed
step jump of the mass flux value. To limit the computa-
tional cost, only a half channel is simulated, with symmet-
ric boundary condition at the top boundary. The initial fully
developed flow is simulated with Reb1 = Ub1δ/ν (where
Ub is the instantaneous bulk velocity); then, at simulation
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Figure 2. (a) Double-averaged velocity and (b) Reynolds
stresses. + smooth-wall experiments (Schultz & Flack,
2013).

time t∗ = tUb/δ = 0, the mass-flow rate is subject to a step
increase (during a short time interval ∆tuτ,1/δ = 0.085) to
achieve Reb2 = 3Reb1, and the flow is allowed to accelerate
till a new equilibrium is reached. The acceleration is strong
enough to cause a departure from equilibrium for a period
of ∆t∗ ≈ 50 above a smooth wall. For each case, the tran-
sient simulations are repeated, so that for each t∗ after the
step change around 200 snapshots are stored for statistics
calculations at the corresponding t∗.

RESULTS
Fully Developed Channels

The mean velocity profiles are shown in Figure 2a,
where d is the zero-plane displacement—obtained as the
location of the centroid of the wall-normal profile of the
averaged total drag distribution, F1 (Jackson, 1981)—and
the superscript “+” indicates normalization in wall units (uτ

and viscous length scale, δν = ν/uτ ). Although SG and TB
surfaces produce the same average height, Ra, they yield
significantly different values of roughness function, ∆U+

(the offset of mean velocity in the logarithmic region from
the smooth-wall profile); as a result, the ratio ks/Ra for SG
is three times as high as TB; this is consistent with Yuan
& Piomelli (2014a), where it is shown that realistic turbine
surfaces, with wider scale variation than uniform distributed
roughness, tend to be less capable of producing drag, and
tend to reach the fully rough regime at much lower k+s than
regular roughness. In addition, a careful analysis to identify
the logarithmic region as the region with constant value of
(y−d)+∂ 〈u〉+/∂y+ (not shown) shows that the logarithmic
regions lie between kc and (y−d)+ < 150.

The normal and shear components of the Reynolds
stress tensor are shown in Figure 2b. Wall similarity is satis-
fied, and the thickness of the roughness sublayer—the layer
in which the Reynolds stresses normalized by u2

τ are sur-
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Figure 3. Reynolds stress anisotropy for all cases

face dependent—is around kc. This also indicates that the
turbulent velocity scale,

√
k
+

, are similar for all three cases
above the roughness sublayer.

To highlight the effects of roughness topography
on turbulent fluctuations in the roughness sublayer, the
anisotropy of the Reynolds stress tensor,

bαα =
〈u′α u′α 〉
〈u′iu′i〉

− 1
3

is compared among the three cases. Again, outside the
roughness sublayer the profiles are similar. But near the
wall SG produces the most isotropic turbulent energy dis-
tribution among all three directions; in contrast, TB profiles
tend towards the smooth-wall distributions, with the main
difference being the non-negligible wall-normal and span-
wise fluctuations at the virtual wall, y = d.

In rough-wall flows the dispersive stresses play a role
in mean-momentum balance and turbulence generation in
the roughness sublayer; their profiles are shown in Fig. 4.
These stresses are non-negligible inside the roughness sub-
layer only. Significant differences are observed between SG
and TB: (1) TB surface produces more anisotropic disper-
sive fluctuations, with much more dominant 〈ũ2〉 than other
normal components; (2) the shear component is significant
in for SG, but negligible for TB.

To quantify the length scale of the energy-containing
turbulent motions, one may use the integral length scale of
the u′ motions,

L11(y) =
∫

∞

o
R11,x(y,∆x)d(∆x)

where R11,x is the two-point autocorrelation of u′ in the
(x,z)-plane with the separation in x,

R11,x(y,∆x) =
〈u′(x,y,z, t)u′(x+∆x,y,z, t)〉

σ(y)2 ,

and σ is the root-mean-square deviation of u′. Likewise,
G11(y) is integral length obtained from R11,z(y,∆z), the
two-point autocorrelation with separation in z. Fig. 5 com-
pares the integral lengths in all three cases at various y lo-
cations above the roughness sublayer, for y− d = 0.05h to
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Figure 5. Integral length scale of u′ motions in the outer
layer.

0.55h. Longer streamwise correlation lengths are shown for
case TB than for SM and SG, with roughly 60% higher
values near the wall, and 20% higher in the middle of the
boundary layer.

To explain the difference in integral lengths at the bot-
tom of the outer layer, Fig. 6 compares the instantaneous u′

in a (x,z) plane at (y−d)/δ = 0.05 in all cases. The length
scales of the coherent meandering motions are similar in
SM and SG, both of which relatively uniformly distributed.
For TB, however, the u′ intensity and coherence appear to
be modulated by underlying roughness topography: more
intense motions are observed in the relatively “open” re-
gions where the roughness peaks are fewer or lower, while
weaker u′ fluctuations are found in the regions with (or be-
tween) high roughness peaks. The fact that SG does not
lead to a significant change of outer-layer turbulence co-
herence may be because the surface heights can be consid-
ered homogeneously distributed, as its characteristic length
scale—the separation between elements—is 0.12δ , small

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6. Contours of instantaneous u′+ at (y− d)/δ =

0.05 for (a) SM, (b) TB (one half is shown), (c) SG.
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Figure 7. Comparison of turbulent time scale.

compared to the boundary layer thickness.
The turbulent time scale, τ+ = k+/ε+ is compared in

Fig. 7. In the logarithmic region, (y− d)+ < 150, all three
cases collapse well with the theoretical values in the log-
arithmic region, τ

+
theory = κk/〈u′v′〉(y− d)+, which is ob-

tained assuming logarithmic mean-velocity profile and local
balance between shear production and viscous dissipation.
Farther away from the wall, SG produces similar τ+ val-
ues as the smooth case, while TB gives roughly 25% higher
values of τ+, due to a lower ε+ value.

An interesting observation made by comparing various
turbulent scales (Figs. 2b, 5, and 7) is that, in the logarith-
mic region, although TB leads to longer L11, the time and
velocity scales collapse for all cases, indicating that the in-
tegral scale may not be an appropriate quantification of the
size of energetic turbulent motion for TB near the wall. It
may be because L11 is strongly affected by surface hetero-
geneity of scales larger than δ , independent from the size
of the energetic, coherent turbulent motions—scaling with
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Figure 8. Boundary layer parameters of the differential
flow in transient channels: (a) friction coefficient and (b)
Reynolds number. � DNS by He & Seddighi (2013).

the distance from the wall—with size of the order of 0.1δ .
On the other hand, deeper into the outer layer, the longer
integral length in TB coincides with longer time scale, indi-
cating that the integral scale corresponds to the scale of the
energetic motions, the size of which increases to the order
of δ .

Transient channels
To find out whether the topographical effects play

an important role in the response of turbulence in non-
equilibrium flows, the smooth wall and the two rough sur-
faces are placed in a channel with a three-fold step increase
in mass flow rate at t∗ = 0.

To validate the transient flow implementation, the “dif-
ferential flow”—defined as the change of instantaneous
velocity field from the initial field—is obtained as ûi =
ui(x,y,z, t∗)−ui(x,y,z,0), similar to He & Seddighi (2013),
and is denoted by subscript “du”. The friction coefficient
C f and Reynolds number based on the momentum thick-
ness, Reθ =Ubθ/ν , are obtained from the differential flow
and compared with He & Seddighi (2013) in Fig. 8. Excel-
lent agreement is obtained for the smooth case, with a dip
in C f indicating reverse transition to the laminar-like state
due to strong acceleration. For both rough cases, however,
C f quickly recovers to the equilibrium value, without signs
of stabilizing effect of acceleration. Reθ increases faster on
the rough walls than the smooth one, consistent with the
behavior of C f .

The temporal variations of the peak values of wall-
normal profiles of TKE and Reynolds shear stress are shown
in Fig. 9. For the smooth case, the turbulence is “frozen”
immediately after the step change, with the change of TKE
lagging behind that of the mean flow, due to the slowly re-
sponding Reynolds shear stress and TKE production; the
final equilibrium state is reached at t∗ = 47 (not shown).
For the rough cases, the responses of Reynolds shear stress
are much faster than in the smooth case. The topographical
effects are manifested as a gradual adaptation of Reynolds
shear stress to Ub2 on TB, versus a nearly instantaneous re-
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Figure 9. Variables of peak values of Reynolds shear
stresses (black 4) and TKE (red©) in transient channels,
normalized by u2

τ of the initial developed channel.
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Figure 10. (a) Mean velocity and (b) Reynolds-stress
anisotropy for all transient cases at t∗ = 0.4.

sponse on SG.
A comparison of turbulent statistics at a time instance

soon after the acceleration (at t∗ = 0.4) is shown in Fig. 10.
The mean velocity profile in all cases exhibits a decrease of
slope in the logarithmic region, consistent with numerous
observation on spatial accelerating flows (e.g., Narasimha
& Sreenivasan (1973), Spalart (1986)). Near the wall, the
anisotropies are similar to the values in the equilibrium
flow (Fig. 3), a sign that the roughness effects dominate
the near-wall region, which has been also observed in spa-
tially accelerating rough-wall boundary layer (Yuan & Pi-
omelli, 2015). Nevertheless, for all cases in the region
(y−d)+ ≈ 0.1−0.15, the acceleration leads to a tendency
towards one-dimensional turbulence—as predicted by rapid
distortion theory with strong mean shear, d〈u〉/dy—with a
larger portion of TKE residing in the streamwise fluctua-
tions (shown by a peak of b11 and the corresponding dips of
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Figure 11. Integral length scale for all transient cases at
t∗ = 0.4.

b22 and b33).
The integral length scales of u′ motions at t∗ = 0.4 are

compared among the three cases in Fig. 11. In contrast
to the developed channel (Fig. 5), the accelerating channel
over a smooth wall produces a peak of L11 near the wall, in-
dicating that the streaks are elongated in this region by the
strong mean shear during this period. Similarly, a weaker
peak of L11 is also observed near the wall for TB, showing
the sensitivity of turbulent structures on mean shear. How-
ever, on SG, L11 monotonically increases with the wall-
normal distance, with a near-wall value of 0.2δ , insensitive
to mean-flow distortion.

CONCLUSIONS
Comparison of developed channel flows over a rela-

tively uniform sandgrain roughness and a realistic rough-
ness, with much wider range of length scales from 0.1−5δ ,
reveals several key effects of the surface textural details
studied herein. (1) At the lower edge of the outer layer
(where turbulence modeling typically requires correlating
roughness parameters with turbulent scales), the integral
length scale are affected by the surface, while similar ve-
locity and time scales are produced by all surfaces, indi-
cating that the near-wall turbulent scales are not sensitive
to the large topographical lengths, which may play a role
mainly in the distribution of the energetic turbulent mo-
tions, not in determining their intensity or dimensions. (2)
Farther into the outer layer, however, the larger topograph-
ical scales appear to directly impact the energetic turbulent
motions—which are now of the size of δ—leading to larger
and longer-lasting turbulent motions. (3) Inside the rough-
ness sublayer, the roughness texture directly affects the dis-
persive stress distribution, and plays a role in determining
the mean-momentum balance and turbulence production.

In transient channel flows, the flow behavior inside the
roughness sublayer differs from the region above. (1) Away
from the wall, the stabilizing effects of a strong acceler-
ation is present for all surfaces, with the development of
turbulence towards a one-dimensional state and elongation
of coherent motions, consistent with the prediction of rapid
distortion theory with strong mean shear. (2) Inside the
roughness sublayer, the type of turbulence response is af-

fected by roughness topography, as the flow among sand
grains appears insensitive to acceleration in terms of turbu-
lence intensity and correlation length, while the turbulence
among turbine roughness displays a slight increase of length
scale, possibly because the large surface scales enable the
development of regions of less disturbed flow that behaves
similarly to the smooth-wall flow.
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